Streamline Employee Onboarding and Offboarding
The holistic era of employee experience starts now.

Do your IT and HR teams work in harmony to
empower employees from their first to last day at
your organization?
Historically, the onboarding process has presented a
variety of challenges, including:

25%

The average cost of an
employee’s salary to replace
them once they leave.
– Nobscot

• IT and HR alignment
• Supporting specific departmental needs
• Enforcing documentation and process standards
• Manual execution of time-consuming tasks
Electric is a technology company with the full capabilities
of a managed service provider (MSP) — and then some.
Electric helps overcome these obstacles and bridge the
processes between IT, HR and the employee. Offering tools
to specify an employee’s start date, the types of resources
the employee needs and which groups the employee
should be assigned, Electric takes the nervousness out of
the first day — for all parties.
First impressions matter, so when an organization nails
theirs, operational efficiency, employee satisfaction and
retention all go up.

The Electric Platform allows
HR and IT to work together,
creating the best possible
on-boarding experience for
new employees.

Employee satisfaction as soon as they accept the position
A driving force behind Electric’s streamlined IT management solution is Jamf Pro. Where
Electric takes care of many day-to-day IT needs, which includes Slack-based support for
help tickets, the Jamf Pro integration ensures the network, devices and applications are
secure.
Jamf Pro customers can also take advantage of The Electric Platform; a portal for HR to
provision hardware and user accounts, without needing to work within Jamf Pro or any
other tool directly. This simplified process:
• Increases employee communication and satisfaction through a flawless onboarding
		workflow
• Reduces the time it takes an employee to become productive on their device
• Ensures security and standardization across device deployments and app installs

More to love about first (and every day) of employment
Whether you’re part of a large organization that needs to improve its onboarding process or you
simply don’t have the bandwidth (or desire) to go it alone, Electric and Jamf have a solution that
benefits your entire company.
Let us help you maximize employee uptime on day one — and keep it that way.
Put our solution to the test and see the benefits for yourself.
Try Electric

Try The Electric Platform

Get HR and IT working together for the best on-boarding experience.
Start at electric.ai/jamf.
www.jamf.com
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